Canterbury Netball Club Inc
TEAM MANAGEMENT and the TEAM MANAGER

The following administration areas are required to be organised by the team
manager and followed by parents in order for a team to function smoothly throughout
a season.
Scoring roster for the season
Scoring Roster for the Season: Parents will be requested by the team manager to
volunteer dates of availability. Once a day/time is confirmed, it is up to individual
parents to organise a replacement if you are unable to make your allocated day or
time and need to swap (for whatever reason), using the contact details on your team
list. FIXTURES ARE ON THE BNA WEBSITE
Scoring
The parent allocated to score will need to collect the score sheet from the office, (or
from the scorer of the previous match – all score sheets are attached to a board for
each court).
Fill out the players’ names (in any order, including spare players waiting to play)
and stand next to the opposite scorer for the entire match.
If there is any injury, it is important to write down the player injured and what
happened on the back of the score sheet (This may be used as proof for insurance
claims)
After the game, scorers should ask captains and umpires to sign and then return the
score sheet to the office.
Organise a food roster for the season
A roster is needed for parents to provide food after the match. Spending 5-10
minutes after the match as a team is a valuable bonding time and the coaches can
also discuss the match while the players eat.
Players should all have their drink bottles together and can sip at quarter or half time
breaks. it is too much of an interruption during the breaks for oranges/lollies to be
distributed, especially when the breaks are so short and coaches are trying to get
their attention. Choice of food can be up the parent.
Notifications via text or emails
• Players are asked to notify the coach/team manager directly via text whether
it be missing or late for training or a match. This needs to be done in a timely
manner. Should it be a longer time frame, an email is fine.
•

All players are required to be at the game at least 20 minutes before the
match, ready to start: nails cut, hair up, sunscreen on and jewellery
removed.

•

Cancellation of training or games will be sent via Text from the Team
Manager as soon as they know. (Some games are played through rain – don’t
assume it is cancelled)

Canterbury Netball Club, Team Manager

